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1.0  |	  Abstract	  
	  

We, at BiTTo, are creating a hybrid exchange platform that 
provides multiple profit revenue stream for our users. Our goal 
is to create awareness of the benefits of crypto-currency. We 
plan to expand globally, opening opportunities to pro-
actively pursue Merchants to our BiTTo lending, exchange and 
staking platform. And we want to do this by growing along 
with you. An exchange that depends on the community, for 
the community. 
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2.0  |	  Vision	  
To create awareness and bring mass adoption of BiTTo coin in 
everyday usage in the society, bringing about the benefits of 
crypto-currency. With our PoS coin, Lending and referral 
system, we believe we can. 
 
To provide funding for local businesses and expand our global 
offices which includes physical servers for faster and smoother 
trading, dedicated support team and ATM for BiTTo platform 
users.  
 
To further integrate more functions to our exchange, starting 
off with the current 6 services. 

	  

3.0  |	  Introduction	  
It is undeniable that the price of Bitcoins has been steadily 
growing since 2009 till now. Even if you knew about Bitcoin just 
3 months ago. Its price has increased drastically with a 
whooping of 450%. This has literally put Bitcoins on the 
worldwide. However, the exchanges are not available 
everywhere and the accessibility to buy and sell crypto-
currency is limited.  
 
Current exchange platforms are focused only on charging 
users with high fees and having a slow support system. Most 
exchanges only have one output, which is a cryptocurrency 
exchange. There is no integrated system that works along with 
real world usages. 
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4.0  |	  Why	  choose	  us	  (BiTTo)	  
BiTTo launches a platform exchange now to provide you a 
one stop solution that is practical, stable and realistic.  
 
This added on by support, enhanced security and rewards for 
our exchange users which serves as our essential core 
competency value. We ensure that trades are done 
seamlessly, and support is given within reasonable time. 
 
We will be an exchange that implements 6 core service 
models into one exchange, providing multiple source of 
revenue for our users, increasing liquidity and a one stop 
solution. 
 
BiTTo Coin will only have a limited supply of 30 million BiTTo 
coins with a circulating supply of less than 24 million, with 3 
million coins provided as proof of stake rewards for our BiTTo 
hodlers within a 2 year time frame.  
 
Any additional token that is unsold will be burned, to maintain 
the original circulating supply volume. 
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5.0  |	  What	  is	  BiTTo	  Coin	  
BiTTo is a Proof of Stake coin based on the Ethereum token 
ERC20 and is backed by the Ethereum blockchain. This allows 
for lower cost transaction and benefit from the rise of prices in 
both ETH and BTC. BiTTo will be used as an environmentally 
friendly Proof of stake coin and a form of Digital Asset for 
collateral lending. 
 
What is proof of stake? Proof-of-stake (PoS) currencies can be 
several thousand times effective than Proof of Work in costs, 
which relies on energy usage. This also ensures that Hodlers will 
help provide a very strong foundation, by reducing the coins 
circulating in market supply, which will support the value of 
BiTTo. 
 

6.0  |	  BiTTo	  ICO	  Details	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Please prepare MEW, meta-mask to get our tokens. 
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6.1   |	  Token	  Allocation	  &	  Funds	  Allocation	  
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6.2   |	  BiTTo	  ICO	  Timeline	  
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7.0  |	  Benefits	  of	  Bitto	  
	  

7.1   |	  An	  Exchange	  that	  thinks	  about	  you	  
	  

A unique integration that provides an eco-friendly proof 
of stake, lending platform, a dedicated support team, 
and a progressive organization. To show appreciation for 
our investors, we give back up to 30% of our coins supply 
back to our future platform users and our Hodlers 
through rewarding them with BiTTo coins. 

	  

7.2   |	  Global	  services	  
	  

We are an exchange agency that wants to shape the 
landscape of the current crypto exchanges, which not 
only provides dedicated servers around the globe, but 
ensuring split second precision timing of your trades. We 
aim to provide you the quality of security against DDOS 
attack and customer supports that will be there.  
 
Realistic rewards and profits for our platform users and 
Hodlers giving them a one stop solution for all their 
requirements. We aim to integrate live usages of Bitto 
coins with pro-active local merchants, giving bitto coins 
an even more better appreciation in value. 
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7.3   |	  BiTTo	  Buyback	  
	  

Certain percentage of profits will be allocated for 
buybacks and Burn programs. This will be verified and 
audited using Blockchain as a form of accounting 
system. Transactions that are used for buybacks will be 
published to ensure public’s confidence on Bitto Prices. 
These buybacks and burns will slowly reduce market 
supply, increasing staking and hodlers bitto coins value 
over time. 
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7.4	  	  |	  BiTTo	  ESTIMATE	  VALUE	  
 
 

	  

	  
 
 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

 
In a conservative scenario, we are expecting to grow 
our yearly user base by 1 million. This is considered a very 
conservative amount as it is less than 0.02% of the current 
top exchanges. We believe with the integration of an all 
in one platform, our growth rate will exceed our 
expectations to ensure rapid growth and competitive 
edge over the next few years. We believe our reward 
system and the one stop solution for users will contribute 
to us hitting our first year target of $20 within a years’ time. 
This along with our Buyback and Staking will definitely 
ensure a positive effect on Bitto coins value. 

 
	   	  

2018 2019 2020 2021
Bitto	  Value2 $20.00 $50.00 $100.00 $500.00

Total	  Users2 1,000,000 3,000,000 5,000,000 20,000,000

Total	  Trading	  Volume 50,000,000 150,000,000 500,000,000 1,000,000,000
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8.0  |	  What	  does	  BiTTo	  Offer.	  
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8.1   |	  Two	  Unique	  Forms	  Of	  Lending	  
	  

8.1.1 |  For Borrowers 
	  

Traders: Traders will have access to daily 
margin/leverage on trading with an interest rate that is 
acceptable. This pool of funds will be made available to 
provide both traders and lenders the benefit for profit.  

 
Borrowers: Platform users that wants to keep their 
Cryptocurrency and obtain Fiat currency, can use our 
lending system to get loans which will be directly 
deposited into their local bank. This can also be done by 
staking Bitto coins, giving users an opportunity to earn 
bitto coins while spending on their local currency. 

 
Borrowers are also given incentives for payments on time, 
and are being monitored using a point system. Priority 
lower interest listing will be given to borrowers that are 
good paymasters. 
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8.1.2 |  Lenders 
 

Lenders: BiTTo hodlers (Premium) after 15 days staking, 
Bitto platform can be used to secure loan contracts 
without any additional fees. External lenders will be 
required to pay a small Member fee. Lending, once 
selected, is restricted to a country, it will be locked as 
default to avoid money laundering. 
 
Large Borrowings – Users can pool together to lend to a 
larger borrowing fund, providing an incentive for 
everyone to have the opportunity to share funding 
opportunities anonymously. 
 
Trading Margin Pool – Users can deposit unused 
cryptocurrency into Margin pool for traders to use as 
leverage on their daily or monthly trading. Interest 
dividends are then paid out daily to pool contributors. 
 
Higher Tier ICO contributors are also given an option to 
automatically be selected for higher interest rate loans. 
 

 
Backed and secured with cryptocurrency for a safe and 
seamless lending experience. 
 
As lending is one of our core services, BiTTo intends to 
create a safe and secured lending platform that is 
backed by cryptocurrency. It is safe for both lenders and 
borrowers, with a simple to use interface that is market 
driven. For borrowers, a maximum of 70% of their 
cryptocurrency value that will be “mortgaged” will take 
into account the volatility of the market. These 
Cryptocurrencies will be safely stored in a secure 
hardware wallet. 
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Lending Platform 

 
 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Borrowing Platform  
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8.2   |	  Staking	  
	  

Being a new exchange, we want to push things further 
by rewarding BiTTo platform users an opportunity to take 
advantage of our POS blockchain system. Hodling BiTTo 
Coins gives you an opportunity to passively earn BiTTo 
coins every day just by keeping them on the BiTTo 
exchange. An interface for you to stake will be provided 
and a secured wallet will be generated. It is 
environmentally friendly without the need of a mining 
machine, but it serves to increase BiTTo coin prices 
higher in the near future. 
 
3 Million coins will be rewarded for Hodlers that stakes 
5000 BiTTo coins on our exchange. Monthly BiTTo coins 
rewarded is 125,000. It will be approx. 4,200 daily. This will 
be shared among Hodlers. If there are 2 Hodlers on day 
1. It will be 4,100 coins divided between 2 Hodlers. The 
coins must be held by our exchange for 15 days to start 
getting stake rewards. 
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8.3   |	  Signal	  
	  

Signals Trade Managers - Opportunities are given to 
Professional Trades that has a track record of profits on 
our exchange. This will provide transparency and 
confidence to Followers that data’s are accurate and 
secure. Earn up to 35% in fees with successful trades by 
allowing others to copy your trades. Giving an 
opportunity to increase income while doing the exact 
same thing you do best. 
 
Signal Followers – An interface shows top screened 
profitable traders that will provide you with options to 
choose from. A percentage of your profit is to be shared 
anonymously to provide incentives for your selected 
Signal Trader. All this can be done automatically while 
you have the confidence that your trades are backed 
by proven track record profits of your signal. 

 
 

8.3.1  | Bitto Signal Platform. 
 
	  

To Provide a safe and secured Signal environment for our 
users, here are some of our solutions and concerns 
addressed. This will periodically be altered and improved 
to further provide confidence on our Bitto Signal 
platform. 
 
Tier Classification For Signal Traders -  Signal Pool fund size 
depends on Period, Volume, % Profit and % Losses of the 
Signal Provider. This is to ensure that we will only increase 
the pool fund size following depending on these factors. 
Minimizing risk and potential unforeseen circumstances. 
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Bitto Monitoring System – We will monitor traders that are 
not performing consistently, in turn alert and provide. We 
understand followers may not be actively tracking their 
Signal’s Performance all the time, and there is always a 
chance for up and downs. This is where our Bitto 
monitoring system will protect your investments. 
 
Copy Trades Made Easy - Signals are auto traded, your 
input would be the amount you would like to invest in, 
and the amount of commission you are willing to share. 
The default percentage is 18%. 
 
Limited Amount Of Followers – Each Signal is given an X 
number of followers. This is to avoid a massive spike in 
price and a massive dump on the exchange.  
 
Systematic Buy-Ins – to control volatility and to ensure fair 
copy trading, a bot will be implemented to ensure fair 
price entry for all followers.  
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8.4   |	  Referral	  	  
	  

Referral will be provided with a very beneficial three-tier 
referral system to give incentive for platform users to 
encourage others to use BiTTo platform, while allowing 
marketers and merchants to gain incentives through 
BiTTo as their preferred currency. For more info, please 
view our referral plan below.  
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8.5   |	  Trading	  	  
	  

Trade and secure yourself a position as an excellent 
profitable trader. Rewards and incentives are given out 
on a weekly basis for our highest volume market trader.  
We will also monitor, and track profit percentages and 
volume traded.  
 
Top Trade Managers will be listed exclusively and 
anonymously to allow them to cater to followers that 
want to benefit from their expertise. 
Trading full time is now a possible reality for users who has 
no capital but are excellent safe profitable traders. 

  
Free Trading – To provide incentives for ICO 
contributors, Tier benefits are given and some will be 
allowed to trade with no fees charged for the first one 
year. Diamond and Platinum contributors are given 
exclusive benefits of never having to pay on our 
exchange platform. These are tracked using our smart 
Email and Blockchain identification. 
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8.6  | Tier	  Membership	  and	  Services	  
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9.0  |	  RoadMap	  
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10.0   |	  Future	  development	  of	  BiTTo	  
	  

Focused not only on providing services online, but offline as 
well. While the current trend today is to bring all services and 
support offline, we believe in having a traditional approach to 
customer interaction. By bringing a Brick & Mortar solution 
service to our clients, that is why the next question will be 
answered. 

	  

10.1  	  |	  Global	  Offices.	  
 

Local support teams will give you reassurance and 
minimize backlogs of any issues that are faced by clients 
on our platform. We will be getting Global Business 
Development Managers to promote and increase 
acceptance and usage of BiTTo as a cashless currency 
among local merchants where legally permitted. 
Because we know, bitcoin and cryptocurrency 
acceptance in real world implementation is already 
happening. BiTTo aim to be at the forefront, contributing 
to a rapid and positive growth of the way crypto will be 
viewed and accepted in the future globally. 

 

10.2  	  |	  Bitcoin	  ATM	  Machines	  where	  Offices	  
are	  based.	  

	  
Bitcoin ATM machines have already been in the market 
for some time, but there just isn’t enough around the 
world. Physical offices with BiTTo ATM machines nearby 
will not only provide borrowers with fiat currency, they 
also provide an opportunity to keep their coins in a form 
of a loan at the same time. Launching of BiTTo, ETH And 
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BTC blockchain physical ATM machines in countries that 
are legally accepting, increasing further awareness of 
the exchange and the BiTTo Cryptocurrency. This 
situation will also increase merchant’s acceptance of 
using BiTTo, with low	   transaction fees as its major 
attractive practical point of a currency.  

	  
	  

10.3  |	  Developed	  on	  a	  blockchain	  technology	  
that	  has	  the	  benefit	  of	  both	  ETH	  &	  BTC.	  

	  
Using the ERC20 Ethereum network as our backbone, we 
hope to ensure low and quick fee transactions. (Approx. 
$0.30 compared to Bitcoin $10 at peak levels) Leverage 
on the best characteristics of both Bitcoins rice in price 
and the Ethereum blockchains low cost and fast 
transaction technology.  
 
Bitcoin Exchange Platform on a secured BiTTo integrated 
wallet App. 
 
Launch of the First ever Coin exchange App where you 
can trade Major Crypto currencies on our Exchange and 
keep it safe and secure in our BiTTo Wallet. Using the two-
step verification services that implement the Time-based 
One-time Password Algorithm by Google, always 
improving on our security measures. 
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11.0   |	  Future	  Implementation	  
 
Followers will be given the opportunity to vote their Signal 
Providers to show appreciation. 
 
BiTTo coins are used as an intermediary currency to buy and 
sell Merchant products on BiTTo Exchange. 
 
A mobile wallet BiTTo exchange APP that is offline, is highly 
secured. Currently we are still testing a backup wallet in the 
event your mobile phone goes missing, your coins will still be 
safe. 
 
ATM and local office will be established to ease the users.  
ATM machines are to provide further exposure and ease of 
accessibility to Merchants. BiTTo platform will implement 
incentives and reward tiers for Merchants. 
More merchants provide benefits for Lenders, providing 
awareness to a larger community to provide funds, and users 
that want to keep their Crypto currency whilst getting fiat in 
exchange for a small sum of interest to Premium and normal 
members. 
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12.0   |	  F.A.Q	  
	  

1.0 How are Lenders queued if there are so many of us that 
want to lend? Who takes precedence?  
 
Premium Lenders are in a ‘first come; first serve’ basis via 
system arrangement. Premium Lenders are organized by the 
system through FIFO. 
 
2.0 Is there any fee for using the ATM Machines? 
 
Little amount of fee for ATM machine withdrawals and interest 
earnings is deducted by BiTTo Exchange as the cost of running 
maintenance and operations of the ATM Machines. BITCOIN 
withdrawals will also be charged with transaction fee.  
 
3.0 When will we see ATM Machines implemented? 
 
ATM machines will only be made available in countries that 
accept Cryptocurrency. This is due to regulations, thus 
prioritizing our offices in countries that accept Crypto-
currency. 
 
4.0 How are BiTTo coins regulated? Would BiTTo constant 
increase in circulating supply be a cause for a drop in BiTTo 
value? 

It is unrefutable that we cannot predict the market, but we 
are very confident that BiTTo will continue rising in price in the 
near future. BiTTo staked coin rewards are subjective to 
inflation, current BiTTo Price and Circulating supply that is 
added by the stake rewards, traders, lenders and referral 
system. 
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Our circulating supply is much lower compared to many 
ICO's with 100 over million coins. 

Buyback Funds are also arranged to buy and burn Bitto 
coins, Reducing the circulation amount in the market 
gradually. 

We are also confident that our exchange platform 
supported by our referral system and the community will 
attract enough users to appreciate the value. 

 

5.0 When will BiTTo exchange be implemented?  

While we understand that many of our investors are eager to 
see the launch of our exchange, rest assured that we are 
already in the midst of setting up servers, platform, and 
implementation of what we promised. 

Our platform is being upgraded and tested to ensure that 
when we go LIVE in the third quarter of 2018, we will be THE 
option to go to for a safe, secure, fast and rewarding 
experience. Sneak preview of our test exchange is shown. 

Your patience will be rewarded with a highly valued Bitto 
coin when we have done proper groundwork and the 
launching of a great exchange platform. Thank you for 
seeing this through with us. 

 
 

6.0 Who is the developers of BiTTo? 
 
We are a team of young and experienced entrepreneurs and 
developers that have come together to create an exchange 
platform that is for the community, by the community. Due to 
rules and regulations, we will reveal who we are after ICO has 
been completed. But rest assured that we already have an 
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exchange backend nearly completed before we even 
launch this ICO. So we will see it through!. 


